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Haha… a constant struggle.  Ironically I’m also implementing a big-time imaging system at the MO Dept. 
of Revenue.  It’s for Character Recognition to avoid keying but we don’t need to get that fancy… 
  
I have two things I use.  A Canon flatbed scanner.  I bought the 9000F – it’s ok but honestly to do it again 
I’d spend the extra money and get one with an automatic feeder.  Anything to keep you from putting off 
scanning things… 
 
I also have a document scanner on my phone called CamScanner (iOS), but I’m sure all smartphones 
have similar.  This is great in a pinch.  I use it at work all the time. 
  
Next consideration is software.  I’m still trying to improve in this category.  Mostly I want to save as an 
image so I use an open source program called Paint.Net.  It as a selection to ‘acquire from scanner’.  I 
next decide what format to save it in.  Tiff is what we use at work – it has no compression so is safest but 
is a huge size.  JPG as the alternative but can ‘lose’ image portions (rare, but has happened to me) due 
to the fact it’s compressed. 
 
PDF is what I use if there are multiple pages.  I use PDF Architect and also ‘import from scanner’.  In 
general I prefer keeping in image format but it’s nice to keep the pages together in a pdf when you go 
back to look at it.  Also at work we save in pdf sometimes. 
 
Last consideration is dpi.  200 works and is faster, but I’ve switched to 300.  Seems to be a nice sweet-
spot. 
  
Hope this helps!  I’d also recommend getting a big a$$ hard drive with something like CrashPlan for 
backup in the cloud and comparable sized external drive for keeping a local backup. 
 
I even went over-board and saved a copy to keep in our bank box.  I work in information technology for 
a living, so I’m a cautious fellow…  
 


